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Foreword - Epilogue
My Relationship with my 3rd Spiritual Teacher, Maha Atma Choa Kok Sui began in the
early 90’s. A few years later, He became my Life Partner.
Our extremely Intense Relationship lasted for far more then a Decade.
Little did I realize at the time, that I was constantly undergoing extremely potent
Training.
Virtually all of my previous life was relegated to the past – as a requirement of “that
Period of being Present” – was extremely demanding on every level.
During the time we were together, I absolutely “surrendered” my life to Him and to His
Work.
Essentially I left – everything and everyone behind except my relationship with my
mother and with Grace, a close friend and Teacher.
In retrospect my time with Maha Atma Choa Kok Sui was an Amazing Apprenticeship from one of the Greatest Masters of Energy of our Generation.
No other student of this Great Soul had such close Interactions with Him over such an
extended period of time.
He constantly shared unfathomable information and we discussed virtually everything
together.
And the Teacher was constantly giving me instructions.
Most frequently He would preface His remarks by saying,
“If anything happens to my body” – “do this …, do that …”
& “remember this …”, or “tell (so and so)”,
and on and on.
He did not begin saying this after His Heart Attack in 2004 –
but this was a habit that went on for virtually years.
These countless Instructions were placed into Telephones, Computers, into small Note
Books, written on small scraps of Paper – and surrounded me in endless numbers.
The most daunting Instruction ever delivered was transmitted on at least two occasions in front of His four children.
He directly instructed this Soul to write “His books”.
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To simplify the matter - He provided me with a list with more than 14 primary topics –
for Guidance.
With the completion of this book – this Soul calculates she has at least 7 more to write.
Due to my separation from the family of my Beloved Life Partner and Guruji, as well as
from His Organizations - these instructions had to be carried out in unanticipated forms
and ways.
On the Conscious Level, it appears that He never doubted this Soul’s ability to succeed
in these numerous undertakings.
In Retrospect – this Soul understood - His beginning a sentence in this way - was His
way of expressing His Faith, Trust and Belief - in this Soul’s ability to carry out His
Instructions in accordance with His vision and understanding.
However, during the Manifestation of His Desires over the past 7 years it has become
clear that He absolutely believed I would exert maximum effort to Materialize His
Instructions. He was 100% correct.
The Energy Extended to this Soul – as well as the Information that constantly passes
through her to this day is a demonstration of the endless Devotion she had to both this
Great Teacher and to the Spiritual Teachings.
Certainly this Soul never thought that so many Infinite Challenges would arise in trying
to accomplish the carrying out of His Instructions.
Today I continue to work constantly - in the face of an amazingly massive global
Organizational Resistance. Very frankly it has been particularly surprising to note such
ostracism arose from former - so called “friends” and “colleagues” within His
Organizations. After all - Spirituality would be considered to be a “Binding Factor”. So
much fear of this Soul’s capabilities, her deep grasp of the Spiritual Teachings and her
long standing network of global contacts – created such an apparent intense need to
“Erase” her from the historic facts of the partnership of Charlotte Anderson and Maha
Atma Choa Kok Sui.
The Guruji’s continuing strong Presence in this life remains unwavering and His Influence
remains a powerful continuous factor.
It should be noted that the Works thus far produced may no longer be considered as
“His” books.
This is both due to legal issues, as well as because of the long time this author
underwent Spiritual Training - which was actually initiated decades before she met her
Life Partner.
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Therefore, the compendium of Information, Experience and Knowledge – being
provided here – contains significantly more than only “The Beloved’s Information.”
It should also be noted that the collaboration of the Life Partner and this Soul on
countless projects - both during His lifetime and since – has provided an immediate
platform from which to spring into multiple areas of Esoterica, as well as within the
realms of Spirituality.
Charlotte Anderson
10 July 2014 at 12:24PM in Sedona, Arizona

!
Charlotte Anderson
From the Private Collection of Charlotte Anderson
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INTRODUCTION
Prologue: How I was led to Materialization
In Life there are many turning points.
One major turning point in my life occurred in 1974, when I went to Beverly Hills
to help a girlfriend pack for her move to a new location.
Once there, she tried to convince me to go to her numerologist “Grace”.
She told me Grace had an amazing ability to Manifest nearly anything!
As gracefully as possible, I declined her request.
She gave me a copy of the small self-published book that Grace had written and later in
the evening when my gorgeous friend went off on a date - I sat in her lovely high rise
apartment reading the book - that would change my life completely.
The simple Formula in the Book teaches the reader - how to “Increase their Mental
Power”. This is done through simply focusing one’s Attention (Internal Power) on the
Achievement of an Objective - Any objective!
Step by Step - the simple Practice given helps an unruly Personality - to develop an
unshakably strong belief that nearly Everything in Life Is Possible!
But of course, this Principle only Works when a Practitioner has the discipline –
required to apply the Technique on a regular basis – and the Teachings of my first
Spiritual Teacher – echo loud and clear here – that each one of us is ultimately
responsible for ourselves – including our Thoughts, Words and Actions.
I sat there that evening blithely reading the book. It was very fast reading!
Then I took out a piece of paper and made a list of all of the things I wanted
to Materialize in my life! Of course - all were completely impossible at that time.
Each item was constructed in Grace’s format.
And in retrospect, while writing the list of items –
I was Thinking Very Negatively about the whole process!
I was thinking, “Oh well you know, this is impossible!
Ha ha ha!
Laugh, Laugh, Laugh! …
Go ahead and write it down –
But you know it is not very likely to happen!”
Ha ha ha!
So much Negative Thinking!!
On awakening, the next morning I quickly forgot about the whole interesting evening.
I put the book in my suitcase, took it home and placed it in the bookcase.
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For certain I had no interest in a new numerological reading from anyone –
and the whole encounter was rapidly forgotten.
One year later - I was walking down the hall of my desert home and the small book
nearly flew out of the bookcase, landing on the floor - directly in front of my feet!
As I bent down to retrieve the book, I noticed that a paper had also fallen out.
Immediately I remembered my friend and the evening in Beverly Hills and writing down
all of those “Impossible” things!
Chuckling, I started to put the paper back into the book, but my eyes strayed to the first
line on the top of the page.
I continued to chuckle humorously, and thought –
“Aha, Look at that! It actually happened!”
Then with amazement I read the entire page!
ALL of the things that had been “Impossible” to achieve or accomplish one year before
– had Manifested!
Absolutely EVERYTHING – on the page had already occurred!
And of course mentally I knew that this was completely impossible!
With the book still in my hand, I sat down contemplating this awesome discovery.
After thinking about this very seriously for about 5 minutes - I thought,
“This really is just not possible!”
How could just writing those things down on that list –
have so systematically caused all of these things to happen?
How could all of this have happened through merely writing down my wishes?
After a short contemplation, I rushed to the telephone and called my friend
“You know that lady you wanted me to see last year when you were moving?
I want to see her as fast as I can!”
An appointment was booked, and about a week later I drove to Beverly Hills.
From that first meeting with Grace - my life changed completely - forever.
Best of all - the meeting began a wonderful and inspiring relationship that lasted
until her death - more than 20 years later.
I regularly interacted with Grace.
In retrospect I consider Grace to be more a friend combined with being an amazingly
Patient Spiritual Mother. She was my closest confidante, friend, and she guided me
constantly.
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In the Beginning - few students were worse Practitioners than this Soul.
When I would do what she called the “Mental Work” my life would immediately change
– be filled with Light, with ease and beauty.
But then I would get very busy - going to the gym, painting my fingernails, filling my
days with superficial lunches, useless shopping and countless unimportant activities.
Of course, being very distracted - I would naturally forget to “Do the Mental Work”.
There were virtually hundreds of reasons - why I could not “Do” the Practices as
directed – but in truth mostly I was undisciplined, lazy and very engaged in an extremely
superficial life.
When nothing was going right – then finally I would remember to call Grace and she
would always say “Oh, don’t worry! I will Do the work with you!”
Of course nearly instantly and miraculously - everything would again improve
dramatically – as I hopped back into the Flow and once again began to use my Mental
Power to create a more wonderful life.
Of course I would always be very happy – to have problems and obstacles miraculously
disappearing.
Life would then go along very well for a few weeks, a few months until again I would
stop Practicing - and then of course everything would dramatically slow up.
Naturally - the Exterior Form of my Life would again begin to reflect my Inner State
and would take a downward turn.

Channeled on July 8, 2014 at 1:59AM, Sedona, Arizona

This reality would once again jar this personality into the Realization that “something
more” had to be done. So again I would call Grace.
She was always supportive, kind and available.
We would discuss the situation and she would again instruct me to “Do the Mental
Work”.
She never failed to gently reassure me that she “would work with me” – to get my life
back “on track”.
But my Life was like a broken record – and this pattern occurred repeatedly.
Clearly, I had not learned to be responsible for myself, for my Thoughts or my life,
and this Pattern continued for 6 long years. I was a very slow learner.
My incredibly sloppy Practice continued until Grace decided to move from Beverly Hills
to her sister’s area in Madison, Wisconsin. Now Madison for sure is a long way from
California.
But I knew I did not want to lose track of Grace, so we began a telephone relationship.
We would call each other nearly everyday.
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A few years later, I even began to spend Holidays with Grace and her husband, Don,
in Wisconsin - instead of with my own family.
And finally I began to reform as a student.
After approximately 7 years of Working with Grace – I finally began to do the
“Mental Work” virtually everyday.
My Regular Practice was usually Successful.
Grace explained that the simple Techniques of Materialization she taught had come
from powerful Qabalistic Teachings – from her Teacher – and they produce a generally
predictable result.
A few years before she died – Grace also introduced me to her “Spiritual System” –
something she said she had not previously shared with other students – and she gave me
a copy of the Spiritual Exercises she had done everyday for many years.
During this period when people would ask, “What do you do?”
I would smile and tell them that “I specialize in Doing the Impossible.”
I said this because everything that needed to be done during this period - whether it was
a plane reservation on a plane that was overbooked - or it was a needed business contact
that seemed beyond reach, or a relationship problem or a personal situation that was
uncomfortable or unhappy - All would repeatedly Manifest – in virtual Divine
Perfection.
Of course what I really learned is that Everything is affected by the Energy of Thought
Power … and that:
Almost Anything can be Materialized!
And later I realized that when you work with another person (particularly an Advanced
Practitioner in Materialization) the Increase in one’s ability to Materialize is exponential.
The Beloved was very interested in the Teachings of this soul’s Teacher, Grace.
We discussed her Techniques together in great detail.
Eventually some of her Teachings were incorporated into His Work and this integration
was an interesting factor throughout the Entire body of His works.
Any discussion regarding Materialization must begin with a few Priceless Fundamentals
that give coherence to the various Techniques a Practitioner can use to Materialize.
Kriya Shakti is directly connected to one’s Thought Power And Thought Power is connected to Quantum Theory.
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The originator of Quantum Theory, Max Planck said:
“All Matter originates and exists only by Virtue of a Force …
We must assume behind this Force the Existence of a Conscious and Intelligent Mind.
This Intelligent Mind is the Matrix of all Matter.”
Everything is contained within the Akasha, or the Quantum Universe.
Nothing is missing.
But what is the Akasha, “Ether” or the Quantum Universe?
The terms Akasha, Ether* or Astral Light of the Quantum Universe are frequently used
Interchangeably, and indicate an immense, undefinable space – within which ALL is
contained. And all co-exists concurrently within this boundless region.
All that has ever existed in the Past, all that Currently exists in this Present “Moment of
Now” - and all that Will Come into Existence in the Future - and
even all that is beyond our present point of comprehension - is Omnipresent within this Space.
Nothing can ever be Extracted, Removed, or Erased.
All of the good things we can think of - as well as all Unwanted or Negative things we
can imagine - are also contained within this space.
Erwin Laszlo (The Author of the Self Actualizing Cosmos) explained how the ‘new’ Akasha
Paradigm is a recognized Connection with all things - in Space and Time – through the
“Quantum Resonance” - of the Akashic Field.

Grace Emerson & Charlotte Anderson
From the private Collection of Charlotte Anderson
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
"!Ether – Astral Light – “a fluid beyond the range of human sense” – “Britannica”!
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CHAPTER 1
MATERIALIZATION
What is Materialization?
According to Wikipedia – Materialization is the “Creation or Appearance of Matter from
unknown sources.”
And Matter may be Transformed from one thing - that is either Abstract or Virtual into something that is Concrete or Tangible.
Today hundreds of thousands of references regarding Materialization are publically
available on the Internet and many Best Selling books are available on this topic.
It is the Nature of people to WANT SO MANY THINGS!
In general people want to learn “The Ancient Art and Science of Materialization”
because they would like to have a new house, or they wish for their house to “look” a
certain way, or for their business or home to be located at a “certain address”.
Some students of Materialization would like a new car, the right new wife, husband or
partner for themselves or a new girlfriend or boyfriend for their children.
They may wish to receive recognition for certain accomplishments or to have a certain
amount of Money in their bank account – or something else.
To facilitate these Objectives - some people begin to examine how to use their
Mental Powers in order to Manifest their endless list of Goals, Desires and Objectives.
If one is motivated - one can use Techniques of Materialization in order to get what one
wants. These Techniques should never be utilized to dominate another person or to
harm other people in general.
Very Important Components of Materialization are:
• Good Karma
• Giving & Sharing
• A Regular Spiritual Practice
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How does Materialization work?
Teachings on Materialization have mostly been kept a Secret from the world for
hundreds of years.
Certain Techniques were taught by Mystics, Qabalists, Alchemists and others, but until
relatively recently these Powerful Teachings were carefully “cloaked” or kept hidden
from the general public.
This was especially true during the period of the Dark Ages or the Kali Yuga.
Materialization or “Kriya Shakti” may be used in positive ways - to help a person
become Prosperous and Successful – or we can use our Thoughts in Negative Ways that will make life a living hell.
The Mind in reality is the Creator of everything - but it is an individual’s Emotion that
provides the Energy that causes their countless frozen desires to become strong enough
- to cause their Mental Force to become Powerful enough … to actually get - whatever it
is they wish to have.
In the Vedantic Tradition it is said many times that:
The Mind is the Creator of Everything!
-

Paramahansa Yogananda

Channeled July 13, 2014 at 12:05PM, at Sedona Arizona

“… any Idea will Manifest itself externally, if one’s Attention (& Will)
is deeply Concentrated upon it …
an Intense Volition will be followed by the Desired Result.”
-

Extracted from The Secret Doctrine, by Madame
Helena Blavatksy, ©1888, Page 173

Practitioners need to recognize that it takes the same amount of Energy to be Rich or to
be Poor. In other words - whether a person is rich or poor, they still have to sleep, eat,
they have to go to the toilet. All of these things take about the same amount of Energy.
Therefore, it can be said the same amount of Energy is needed to be Alive.
The same Power simply has to be redirected or pointed in the Right Direction.
A great deal of what needs to be learned in life is how to overcome our “old nature”.
It is nearly impossible for one to become Prosperous and Successful if every day they
wake up and think:
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“I don’t have the Right Education …
I don’t have the Right Car …
I cannot do what other people can do because …
I am Too Weak …
I am Not Smart enough …
My Health it Not good enough …”
Each of us has an equal opportunity to Magnetically attract all of the most wonderful
things in the world to us … or we may do exactly the opposite!
What people need to grasp is that the Magnetic Quality in each of us – is present in
Direct Proportion to the Manifestation of the Divine Powers within us.
Indeed, when we truly believe that we are “made” in the “Image of God” – or at a bare
minimum - we are an Individual Manifestation of the Energy of the Supreme Being – as
expressed through the Divine Qualities within each one of us –
Then we will do all possible to:
a. Increase our Internal Power –
b. Do the Purification needed to Magnify and Direct withdrawals from our Divine
Essence with Increasing Intensity –
c. Be conscious every day – of what we Do, Say or Think.
It is a requirement for Practitioners to realize the following simple Truth:
Whatever Thought is held Repeatedly
With Certainty
Will tend to Materialize Physically!
The Techniques of Materialization are countless.
So as to develop more accurate Skills of Discernment, this Author strongly recommends
that all students of Materialization learn how to “Feel” Energy Accurately.
This can easily be achieved by taking a One Day TIS Workshop on The Technology of
Feeling Subtle Energy. In some Traditions this Technique is sometimes called “Scanning”.*
The Inner Sciences International Network of Organization emphasizes the Importance of
learning this essential Skill.
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
"!The Technology of Feeling Subtle Energy is a short one day Workshop - offered by The Inner Sciences International
Network of Organizations. For more information – please go to: www.theinnersciences.net
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Kriya Shakti is Directly Connected to our Quantum Universe
Everything in the Universe is composed of sub-atomic particles or
Livingness called Quanta (or Quarks). All Quanta has the same stellar
content and DNA.
These particles are so small they have eluded physicists for centuries. The
Quanta are constantly in a State of Flux. The Force that holds all of the
Particles together is Consciousness! Consciousness is the Force that
Organizes these Particles into this World.
The Material Form in our World is solidified living Quanta (such as
one’s car, sofa, money etc). Everything else is unformed Quanta – waiting
for your Instructions.
If you imagine – all of the Air in the World as unformed Quanta (and
in truth that is what it is) – with every Breath that we take, each of us is
Inhaling Unlimited Potential – circulating it throughout our Bodies,
through our Thoughts and then Exhaling it back into the Physical
World.
During Exhalation – the Manifestation Process begins.
-

Extracted from The PPT on Thought Power,
by Charlotte Anderson, ©2014

Each Practitioner needs to grasp that connected to the concept of “Kriya Shakti” - are
literally millions of infinitesimal Particles or Quanta or Quarks.
Our Minds are constantly Attracting and Attaching to these particles – to one after the
other - of these endless numbers of Quanta or Quarks.
All are present within the Infinitely Spacious Quantum Space.
Practitioners must realize that each one of these “unformed” Quanta - when combined
with other Quanta of a ‘Like Quality’ - contain an amazing Potential or Possibility to
Manifest Virtually Anything and Everything.
EVERYTHING WE THINK ABOUT WE MAGNETIZE TO OURSELVES …
These phenomena operate according to the Law of Attraction –
“Like Attracts Like …”
-

Extracted from Patriarchs and Prophets, by Ellen
Gould Harmon White, ©1890, Page 176
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We become aware that each one of us has an equal ability to use these Unformed Quanta –
to Materialize our Objectives. Our ability to Materialize can be very exactly directed
toward a specified outcome – through maintaining our Conscious Awareness of this
factor.
This Author would explain:
In Materialization, our Consciousness is constantly attaching
to Quanta or Quarks which ultimately become the Composition
of the Material Substance of our Wishes, Dreams and Desires.
In other Words, we draw to ourselves “Like Energies” (Quanta or Quarks) through
Deeply Wanting a Thing, through constantly Thinking about a Thing – or through
strongly Wishing for something to occur or transpire.
What “makes” it happen?
The catalyst that catapults our Wishes for any item or desire into the Physical World –
is our Emotional State.
Emotions are an Energy that sends out its vibration toward one’s specified objective –
like a bullet shooting out of the container or the gun.
In the Law of Attraction, we find that which attracts its kind, or that which is in
harmony with the initial Cause, for “Like attracts Like,” while in the Law of
“Action and Reaction” or of “Compensation,” we find that we get as we give.
-

Extracted from The Law of Financial Success,
by Edward Hughson Cowles, ©1905, Page 27

Each of us has an equal opportunity to Magnetically attract all of the most wonderful
things in the world to us … or we may do exactly the opposite!
The Magnetic Quality in each of us – is present in Direct Proportion to the
Manifestation of the Divine Powers within us.
Indeed, if we truly believe that we are “made” in the “Image of God” – or at least as an
Individual Manifestation of the Energy of the Supreme Being – as expressed through the
Divine Qualities within each one of us – we will:
a. Do all possible to properly Increase our Internal Power –
b. Do the Purification needed to Magnify it so as to draw from the Divine Essence
with Greater Intensity –
c. Consciously consider this in EVERYTHING – we Do, Say or Think.
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